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ABSTRACT
With the increase in Internet and local area network usage, malicious attacks and intrusions
into computer systems are growing. The design and implementation of intrusion detection
systems became extremely important to help maintain good network security. Support vector
machines (SVM), a classic pattern recognition tool, has been widely used in intrusion detection.
They make it possible to process very large data with great efficiency and are easy to use, and
exhibit good prediction behavior. This paper presents a new SVM model enriched with a
Gaussian kernel function based on the features of the training data for intrusion detection. The
new model is tested with the CICIDS2017 dataset. The test proves better results in terms of
detection efficiency and false alarm rate, which can give better coverage and make the detection
more effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most intrusion detection systems are software defence systems. The main functions of an IDS are
to monitor events that occur in a computer system or network, analyse system events, detect
activities, and raise an alarm if an intrusion is detected. An IDS can be divided into three
functional components [3]: an information source, an analysis engine and a decision maker.
Figure 1 shows the relationships between these three components, the Internet, and the protected
systems.

Figure 1. Relation between IDS components
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In the first IDS component, the information source has the task of collecting and pre-filtering all
relevant and necessary data to unmask intruders. During the monitoring period, the information
source provides a stream of event records for analysis. This component works as an event
generator. It detects and monitors different data sources and generates well-formatted event data
suitable for further analysis by an analysis engine.
IDS, using anomaly detection, are able to detect unknown attacks, but with the risk of progressive
distortion of the profile by repeated attacks. In this context, the creation of anomaly-accurate IDS
is of major interest to be able to identify still unknown attacks. Machine learning models can be a
solution to create IDS that can be deployed in real computer networks. First of all, an
optimization method composed of three steps is proposed to improve the quality of the detection:
1/ data augmentation to rebalance the datasets, 2/ parameter optimization to improve model
performance, and 3/ assemble learning to combine the results of the best models. This paper
proposes a new SVM model to have a better coverage and make the detection more efficient. The
rest of the paper is organized in the following sections: In Section 2, we briefly describe the
various existing research of using SVM in IDS. In section 3, we study the proposed solution. The
results are described in section 4. At the end, we summarize the paper and address some
prospects.

1.1. Machine learning
Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, is a scientific discipline concerned with the
design and development of algorithms that enable computers to evolve behaviours based on
empirical data, such as sensor data or databases. Among the main goals of machine learning
research is to automatically exercise in recognizing complex patterns and making intelligent datadriven decisions.
ML is used in several applications including search engines, medical diagnostics, text and
handwriting recognition, load forecasting, marketing and commercial diagnosis, etc. In 1994, ML
was used for the first-time classification of Internet streams in the context of intrusion detection
[1]. This is the start of much of the work using ML techniques in classifying Internet traffic. In
this paper, the choice was made on the SVM algorithm since it is the best one, in terms of
accuracy and processing time, then the KNN and the decision tree [2].

1.2. Support Vector Machines
Generally, support vector machines are considered a classification approach, but they can be used
in both classification and regression problems. It easily manages several continuous and
categorical variables. SVM builds a hyperplane in multidimensional space to separate different
classes. SVM generates an optimal hyperplane iteratively, which is used to minimize an error.
The main idea of SVM is to find a maximal marginal hyperplane (MMH) that best fragments the
dataset into classes.
It cannot be denied that SVM is the best learning algorithm for binary classification. This last,
originally a type of classifier model based on a statistical learning technique for classification and
regression with a variety of kernel functions, has been successfully applied on several pattern
recognition applications. Recently, it has also been applied to information security for intrusion
detection. Support Vector Machine has become one of the anomaly intrusion detection techniques
because of their good generalization nature. Another advantage of SVM is that it is useful for
finding an overall minimum of the actual risk using structural risk minimization, as it can be
generalized well with kernel tips even in large spaces with little training conditions. some
samples.
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Operation of the SVM

The main objective is to separate the data set in the best possible way. The distance between the
two closest points is called the margin. The purpose is to select a hyperplane with the maximum
possible margin between the support vectors in the given dataset (Figure 2). SVM searches for
the maximum marginal hyperplane in the following steps:
1. Generate hyperplanes that separate the classes. Figure 2 (a) shows three black, blue and
orange hyperplanes. Here blue and orange have a higher classification error, but black
correctly separates the two classes.
2. Select the right hyperplane with the maximum separation of the closest data points, as shown
in the figure 2(b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Operation of the SVM

1.3. IDS using SVM
There are too many reasons why we use SVMs for intrusion detection; The first one is speed: in
real time, performance is of primary importance for intrusion detection systems. Any classifier
that can potentially runs "fast" is worth considering. The second reason is scalability: SVMs are
relatively insensitive to the number of data points and the complexity of the classification does
not depend on the dimensionality of the feature space, so they can potentially learn a larger set of
models and thus be able to scale better than neural networks.

2. RELATED WORK
Intrusion detection has a long history, dating back to the work of Anderson (1980) [3]. Since
long, various discrimination techniques have been proposed, ranging from support vector
machines. Several complete systems have been built and operated on real computer systems.
However, despite more than 25 years of research, the topic remains popular, partly because of the
rapid development of information processing systems and the consequent discovery of new
vulnerabilities, but also because of the fundamental difficulties in obtaining an accurate report of
an intrusion.
In paper [4], the authors propose a genetic algorithm (GA) to improve the support vector machine
(SVM) based intrusion detection system (IDS). As known, SVM is a relatively new classification
technique and has shown superior performance to traditional learning methods in many
applications. The fusion of GA and SVM has been used in this article to fortify the overall
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performance of SVM-based IDS. Through this fusion, SVM-based IDSs not only select the
"optimal parameters" for SVMs but also an "optimal set" from the feature set.
An anomaly-based IDS using a genetic algorithm and a support vector machine (SVM) with a
novel feature selection method is also proposed in [5]. The model adopts a feature selection
method based on the genetic algorithm with a change in the fitness function that sums up the size
of the data, increases the detection of true positives and simultaneously decreases the detection of
false positives. In addition, the computational time for learning will also be reduced remarkably.
The results show that the proposed method can simultaneously achieve high accuracy and low
false positive rate (FPR). This study proposes a method that achieves more stable features
compared to other techniques. The proposed model is experimented and tested on the KDD CUP
99 and UNSW-NB15 datasets.
Network traffic in cloud computing is characterized by a large volume of data, with high levels of
redundancy. The efficient correlation-based feature selection (ECOFS) approach, proposed in [6],
can handle linear and non-linear dependent data and eliminates redundant and irrelevant features.
Its effectiveness has been examined using an intrusion detection system. A Libsvm-IDS has been
designed to operate using the features selected by the proposed ECOFS algorithm. The results of
the evaluation show that the ECOFS algorithm selects the smallest number of features, resulting
in the lowest computational cost for the Libsvm-IDS, with better performance. In fact, the
algorithm has achieved greater precision.
In order to optimize the training procedure of SVM-based intrusion detection systems and reduce
the time consumption, a GPU-based SVM intrusion detection method is proposed in [7]. During
the simulation experiments with the KDD 1999 Cup data, the GPU-based parallel computing
model is adopted. The results of the simulation experiments show that the time consumption in
the IDS training procedure is reduced, and the performance of the IDS is maintained as usual.
Although IDSs have been in development for many years, the large number of return alerts make
system maintenance inefficient for managers. In this article [8], the use of RST (Rough Set
Theory) and SVM has been blown to detect intrusions. First, RST is used to pre-process data and
reduce dimensions. Then, the features selected by RST are sent to the SVM model to learn and
test respectively. This method is effective in reducing the spatial density of the data. The
experiments compare the results with different methods and show that RST and SVM scheme can
improve the false positive rate and accuracy.
The paper [9] proposes a Factor Analysis based Support Vector Machine (FA-SVM) algorithm to
develop efficient IDSs using the popular statistical technique called factor analysis (FA). To
design more effective and efficient IDSs, it was essential to select the best classifiers. This work
is performed on the Knowledge discovery dataset and data mining to perform tests. The
performance of this approach was compared to existing approaches such as principal component
analysis (PCA) using SVMs, as well as classification with SVMs itself without feature selection.
The results prove that the proposed method improves the detection of intrusions and intrusions, in
terms of calculating false positive rates.
Wireless fidelity (WiFi) is a widely used test area due to its mobility in the presence of the main
disadvantage of securing the network. Several attempts to secure 802.11 result, in inadequate
security mechanisms, that this technology is vulnerable to various attacks and intrusions. The
paper [10] proposes a Normalized Gain for MAC Intrusion (NMI)-based IDS to significantly
improve the performance of the IDS. The proposed NMI consists of two primary components
OFSNP and DCMI. The first component is the optimal feature selection using NGand PSO
(OFSNP) and the second one is the detection and categorization of 802.11 MAC intrusions
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(DCMI) using the SVM classifier. Proposed NMI achieves a better trade-off between detection
accuracy and learning time. The experimental results show that NMI accurately detects and
classifies 802.11 speciﬁc intrusions and also reduces false positives.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
This research presents a comprehensive framework to select the best CICIDS2017 dataset feature
sets that effectively characterize normal traffic and distinguish it from abnormal traffic using
SVM.
The CICIDS2017 dataset contains the most up-to-date, benign common attacks that resemble
real-world data (PCAP). It also includes the results of network traffic analysis using
CICFlowMeter with labelled flows based on timestamp, source and destination IP addresses,
source and destination ports, protocols and attacks (CSV files). For this dataset, we constructed
the abstract behaviour of 25 users based on HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, SSH, and email protocols.
The proposed algorithm uses, to select the important features, a set from the CICIDS2017. The
reduced feature CICIDS2017dataset is then used for training and design a detection model on the
SVM classifier.
We partition the data into two classes: normal and attack, where the implemented attacks include
Brute Force FTP, Brute Force SSH, DoS, Heartbleed, Web Attack, Infiltration, Botnet and
DDoS. The goal of our SVM implementing is to separate the normal and attack patterns. In our
case, we will take the traffic of 3 days to have accurate results keeping first day as training set
and the rest of the csv files as test set:


Monday July, 3rd 2017
Benign (Normal human activity)
 Tuesday July, 4th 2017
Force brute
FTP-Patator (9h20 - 10h20)
SSH-Patator (14h00 - 15h00)
 Wednesday July, 5th 2017
DoS / DDoS
DoS slowloris (9h47 - 10h10)
DoS Slowhttptest (10h14 - 10h35)
DoS Hulk (10h43 - 11h)
DoS GoldenEye (11h10 - 11h23).
The procedure of the solution note is as follows:
1- Importing libraries ;
2- Data import ;
3- Data selection and indexing ;
4- Data pre-processing :
- Data pre-processing involves dividing the data into training and test sets ;
5- Training the algorithm :
- Unsupervised outlier detection with a kernel (Specifies the type of kernel to use
in the algorithm. It can be "linear", "poly", "rbf", "sigmoid", "precalculed". If
none is specified, "rbf" will be used. ) of parameters gamma(kernel coefficient
for rbf and poly, if gamma is 0.0 then 1 / n_features will be taken) ;
- Detection of the soft limit of the sample set.
6- Evaluation of the algorithm :
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Confusion matrix, precision, recall are the most commonly used measures for
classification tasks ;

4. TESTING
In our first experiment, we will take as training data source the Monday traffic, which is a benign
traffic, and a Tuesday test set, which is composed of attacks and normal activities, and we will
apply our solution with the parameter’s gamma = 0.0005, kernel = 'rbf', nu=0.001. The results
show that the precision reaches up to 97 % (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Results of the first experiment with parameters (gamma = 0.0005, kernel = 'rbf', nu=0.001)

In the second experiment, we will take as training data source the Monday traffic which is a
benign traffic and a test set of Wednesday which consists of attacks plus normal activity, and we
will apply our solution with the parameter’s gamma = 0.0005, kernel = 'rbf', nu=0.001. The
results show that the precision reaches up to 99 % (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Results of the first experiment with parameters (gamma = 0.0005, kernel = 'rbf', nu=0.001)

5. RESULTS
Table 1 shows the results of our first experiment with different values of nu and gamma.
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Table 1. The results of the first experiment with different values of nu and gamma

Table 2 shows the results of the second experiment with different values of nu and gamma.
Table 2. The results of the second experiment with different values of nu and gamma

The results are significant, we get up to 98% accuracy with a zero false negative value, we do not
forget that the data is voluminous Monday (11G), Tuesday (11G) and Wednesday (13G)
including attacks : Brute Force FTP, Brute Force SSH, DoS, Heartbleed, Web Attack, Infiltration,
Botnet and DDoS. In addition, we notice that when we increase the value of Gamma, we have
more efficient precision and a lower false negative rate.

6. CONCLUSION
In order to improve the efficiency of the carrier vector machine (SVM) based intrusion detection
system (IDS), we have conducted a large number of experiments to measure the performance of
carrier vector machines in the intrusion detection, using CICIDS2017 data for intrusion
assessment. SVMs provide very accurate performance (99% and above).
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Our future work is to apply new SVM optimization techniques in SNORT fusion to improve
attack detection in computer network security.
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